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NOTES OF JUDGE R J COLLINS ON SENTENCING

 
 

[1] You are for sentence on four charges of burglary, one of theft and one of 

receiving.  The facts of the burglaries are as follows: 

[2] The first victims lived in the suburb of Mount Eden.  Between 12.30 pm and 

6.30 am on Friday 3 July they were away from their home.  Upon their return they 

discovered that a window pane to their lounge had been broken allowing persons to 

free a window catch and gain access to their dwelling.  Once inside an  

Apple Macbook Pro laptop computer, jewellery items and $60 in cash were taken.  

All in all the stolen property had a combined value to the victims of $2000.  

Subsequent forensic examination of the property located blood in the address on a 

cushion, and that was able by DNA analysis to be linked to you. 



 

 

[3] A little under two weeks later the next set of victims’ home in Epsom was 

broken into in Castle Drive.  At 9.00 am that morning on 16th the victims had 

departed their home leaving it locked and secured.  Upon returning home at 

approximately 5.00 pm they discovered that someone had found a key to their 

dwelling and let themselves in through the front door.  Once inside the premises a 

search was conducted and property items including several laptop computers, a 

camera, and musical instruments and jewellery were taken.  Stolen property had a 

value in excess of $5000 to the victims.  Your fingerprints were found during 

forensic analysis. 

[4] The third burglary occurred on 24 July in Remuera.  The property there was 

secured and the alarm was set at about 1.30 pm.  At 2.30 pm in the afternoon the 

victim discovered that you had smashed the glass French doors and entered the 

home.  Taken from inside the dwelling were a laptop computer, jewellery in a 

washing basket, and it had a value of $900 to the victim. 

[5] The final burglary occurred on 18 August in Main Highway, Ellerslie 

between five past 10 and half past 11 on 18 August.  The victim was not home.  

During that time an instrument has been used to force open an aluminium frame 

window at the rear of the property.  Once entry had been gained a search was made 

of a wardrobe drawers and a desk in the master bedroom.  Among items taken from 

the address were a pair of sunglasses, jewellery, cameras, watches and a writing set 

which had a value of $3000 to the victims.  Again, blood found at the scene, by DNA 

analysis, was linked to you. 

[6] In addition you have pleaded guilty to theft of jewellery over $1000 and 

receiving a cheque in itself which only has a value of a $1 but clearly the potential to 

cause greater loss if fraudulently used. 

[7] You are shown as having no criminal history in New Zealand but you have an 

extensive criminal history in Australia.  I am told by Ms Mortimer that looking at 

ultimate deportation from Australia you elected to come back under your own steam 

so to speak, to avoid the implications of being in a detention centre.  You came back 



 

 

on the understanding you had been promised a job which did not eventuate for you, 

and out of need committed this offending. 

[8] My interpretation of your conviction history within Australia is that you 

effectively have at least five if not six equivalent convictions for burglary. 

[9] Victim impact statements have been filed in this matter.  I have put 

completely to one side though those of which do not relate to these matters, but those 

that have been provided tell the all too familiar terrible impact that burglary has on 

victims.  One of the victims, and that is the victims from Castle Drive, the most 

serious in terms of items stolen it says: 

Emotionally this burglary has affected both of us in different ways.  It’s a 
horrible feeling knowing someone had been in our house and searched 
through our belongings and breached our privacy.  Sarah was shocked and 
felt violated that someone was in our house.  She no longer feels safe in the 
house by herself.  This crime has put things into perspective, the items taken 
are replaceable but the feeling of violation and no longer feeling safe in our 
own home is not easily forgotten. 

[10] And also talked about the financial impact it had had.  Another victim, the 

victim of the Corinth Street burglaries talked about “The crime has made me feel 

really horrible, and unsafe.  It’s a violation of our privacy.  I never expected this to 

happen in New Zealand.” 

[11] It ill behoves the Courts to lose sight of the community feeling about 

burglary.  That is not to say that the Court should be unduly or wrongly influenced 

by emotion or public sentiment, and Judges must act in a detached and clinical way 

free of emotion but nor can the views of the community be completely ignored.  That 

is the views of the community that we serve, and a legitimate consideration at 

sentencing is the impact on the victims. 

[12] I have had regard to the pre-sentence report in that it recommends intensive 

supervision and community work.  That is wholly unrealistic, and is totally 

inconsistent with what the Higher Courts have had to say as to the appropriate 

penalties for burglary. 



 

 

[13] Mr Parker my job is to firstly set a starting point for this offending, and then 

uplift that by any other aggravating factors in relation to the offending and any 

aggravating factors in relation to you personally, and then to give you credit for 

mitigating factors. 

[14] I take here as the lead offence the burglary of Castle Drive, and across these 

burglaries taking into account the method of entry, the search of the homes, the risk 

of confrontation with innocent home owners, the value of goods taken, the 

importance to the owners of the goods taken, and the impact on the victims they are 

matters all of which I take into account. 

[15] Taking those matters into account I assess the Castle Drive burglary as being 

the most serious, and I will take the lowest starting point I believe I can, consistent 

with Court of Appeal cases.  I adopt as a starting point for that of 18 months’ 

imprisonment. 

[16] Then on a totality basis, and that is not the sentence which would apply if the 

case stood on its own, but increasing it by an uplift and bearing in mind the totality 

principle.  The uplift for the Main Highway burglary in Ellerslie would be nine 

months, and then the uplift for the next two burglaries would be three months each.  

Any one of those on their own would warrant at least a 15 month starting point.  

There has to be an uplift for the theft of the jewellery and the receiving, and I impose 

another modest uplift of two months. 

[17] However, to reflect your risk to the community, and to protect the community 

a further uplift is warranted to reflect your history in Australia for similar offending, 

and in my view that warrants an uplift of a further six months.  That takes me to 

41 months.  From that I turn to mitigating factors, and there is only the one, and that 

is your plea of guilty and I give you a discount of eight months for that. 

[18] The New Zealand Supreme Court has said that the discount for a guilty plea 

must be an assessment of the true worth of the plea, and a number of factors are to be 

taken into account.  The timing of the plea is but one factor. 



 

 

[19] The police having found your fingerprints, and linked blood found by DNA 

analysis to you, any prosecution would have been against you overwhelming, and a 

discount effectively of 20 percent I consider to be generous. 

[20] That takes me to the end point which is 33 months or two years nine months’ 

imprisonment and that will be imposed in this way: 

(a) On the Castle Drive burglary the sentence is one of two years nine 

months. 

(b) On the other three burglaries you are sentenced to concurrent terms of 

imprisonment of 15 months. 

(c) On the theft and receiving two months’ imprisonment concurrent. 

(d) There is no utility in making any order for reparation. 

[21] The effective end sentence is one of two years nine months. 

 

 
 
R J Collins 
District Court Judge 
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